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Name : ………………………………………. 

Part I 

 Answer all the questions. 

 Fill in the blanks using correct words. 

 

(Jacobabad / Eurasia / Persian / Werkoyansk /  Delta / Pneumatic roots) 

1. When we consider Asia and Europe as a single land mass it is known as ………………………. 

2. Euphraties and Tigris rives are fallen to ocean from ……………………………. 

3. The highest temperature of Asia is reported in the city of ……………………… in Pakistan. 

4. ……………………………. is the traingle place which is created by diving the river in to several 

tributaries at river mouth. 

5. The roots that can be seen in mangroves are called ………………………….. 

 

 Check whether following statements are true or false. If the true circle the "T" and circle "F" if 

they are wrong". 

6. The minimum temperature of Asia reported in city of werkoyansk.    (T / F) 

7. The traingle area created by dividing river in to tributaries at river mouth is a delta.  (T / F) 

8. Longtime changes in the atmosphere is known as climate.     (T / F) 

9. Maharathmal tree is seen in hillcountry wetzone forests.     (T / F) 

10. North Eastern monsoon receives to Sri Lanka from May to September.   (T / F) 

 

 Fill in the blanks using correct words. 

11. …………………………….. is the area gets lawest rain in world is located in Asia. 

12. ……………………………….. is the highest plateau in the world. 

13. Ural river falls to the ocean from …………………………………. 

14. …………………………………….. and …………………………………….. are the main agro 

seasons in Pakistan. 

15. …………………………………… is the district with lawest population dencity in Sri Lanka. 
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 Underline the most suitable answer. 

16. There is a vast plain in north of Asia. It is known as, 

i. Manturian Plain 

ii. West Siberian plain 

iii. Great China plain 

iv. Hortan plain 

17. An example for an island sea, 

i. Red sea 

ii. Arabian sea 

iii. Caspian sea 

iv. Yellow sea 

18. A country which is not included in to top ten populated countries, 

i. China 

ii. India 

iii. Turkey 

iv. Maldives 

19. What is not the place that gets a highest rain in Sri Lanka, 

i. Diyathalawa 

ii. Watawala 

iii. Maliboda 

iv. Kenilwerth 

20. A hill country wet zone forest, 

i. Horton plain 

ii. Samanala Kanda 

iii. Somawathiya 

iv. Sinharajaya 
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Part II 

 Answer only 05 questions. 

1. I Write 03 highest peaks in Asia. (3 marks) 

II Write the relative location of Asia. (4 marks) 

 III Write 05 rivers in Aisa and state their terminals. (5 marks) 

 

2. I Write 03 countries where Cacosoid race is seen in. (3 marks) 

II Name 03 auto mobile companies in Japan. (3 marks) 

 III Write 03 services provided by Dubai as a service center. (6 marks) 

 

3. I Name 03 climatic zones of earth. (3 marks) 

II Write a country which is located in each zone you have mentioned above. (3 marks) 

 III What are the types of forests in Asia and explain one of them. (6 marks) 

 

4. I Name the relief zones in Asia. (3 marks) 

II Write 02 physical features seen in each zone. (4 marks) 

 III Briefly explain the drainage system of Sri Lanka. (5 marks) 

 

5. I What is climate? (3 marks) 

II Write 03 factors that cause to variation of temperature in Sri Lanka. (3 marks) 

 III What are the ways of receiving rains to Sri Lanka and explain one of them. (6 marks) 

 

6. I "There are 05 climatic zones in Sri Lanka". Name 03 of them. (3 marks) 

II Write 04 vegitation zones in Sri Lanka. (3 marks) 

 III Write 04 steps which have been taken by Sri Lankan government to develop the road system in 

Sri Lanka. (6 marks) 

 

 

 

 


